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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1996 No. 177

The National Health Service (General Dental
Services) (Scotland) Regulations 1996

PART VIII
miscellaneous

Publication of particulars

35. Copies of the dental list, the local directory of dentists, these Regulations including the terms
of service, the lists of listed drugs and the Statement of Dental Remuneration shall be available for
inspection at the offices of the Health Board and such other places in its area as appear to the Health
Board to be convenient for informing all persons interested and shall be kept revised and up to date.

Service of documents

36. Any notice or other document which is required or authorised by these Regulations (including
the terms of service) to be given or sent—

(a) to a dentist by a Health Board, the Council, the Appeal Body or an appeal committee may
be given or sent by delivering it to him or by sending it by post to him at his usual or last
known address;

(b) to a dentist in connection with an appeal under regulation 8 who is represented by a
solicitor for the purposes of that appeal, may be given or sent (as an alternative to a method
mentioned in paragraph (a)) by delivering it to the solicitor at, or by sending it by post to
the solicitor at, his usual or principal address;

(c) to the Appeal Body or an appeal committee may be given or sent by delivering it to, or
by sending it by post to, the secretary of the Appeal Body at the address mentioned in the
notice given under regulation 6(7).

Signatures

37. Any signatures by a dentist required by these Regulations (including the terms of service)
shall be handwritten in ink with his initials, or forenames, and surname in his own handwriting, and
not by means of a stamp.

Revocations

38. The Regulations specified in column (1) of Schedule 8 are hereby revoked to the extent
specified in column (3) of that Schedule.


